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We discuss a method to construct a De Rham complex (differential algebra) of 
Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt type on the universal enveloping algebra of a Lie algebra 
g. We determine the cases in which this gives rise to a differential Hopf algebra that 
naturally extends the Hopf algebra structure of U(g). The construction of such 
differential structures is interpreted in terms of color Lie superalgebras. © 1996 
American Institute of Physics. [S0022-2488(95)02112-5] 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Recently noncommutative differential geometry has attracted considerable interest, both math-
ematically and as a framework for certain models in theoretical physics. In particular, there is 
much activity in differential geometry on quantum groups. A noncommutative differential calculus 
on quantum groups has been developed by Woronowicz1 following general ideas of Connes.2 This 
general theory has been reformulated by Wess and Zumino3 in a less abstract way. Their approach 
may be more suitable for specific applications in physics. A large number of papers have been 
written since and a few other methods to construct a noncommutative differential geometry on a 
quantum group or to define a differential geometric structure (a De Rham complex) on a given 
noncommutative algebra have been proposed and discussed by several authors (e.g., Refs. 4-6). 
In this paper we present a differential calculus on the enveloping algebra of a given Lie 
algebra. This differential structure turns out to be a differential Hopf algebra, which can be 
interpreted in a very interesting way in terms of color Lie superalgebras. The commutative case 
has been studied previously (see, e.g., Ref. 7). Notice that our approach is different from the 
standard methods to construct noncommutative differential structures on Hopf algebras and quan-
tum groups, in the sense that our starting point is not the algebra of functions on the (quantum) 
group but its dual the (quantized) universal enveloping algebra. 
In the classical limit a quantized universal enveloping algebra defines a co-Poisson-Hopf 
algebra structure on the universal enveloping algebra (see Ref. 8). Further research is in progress 
concerning the compatibility between the differential calculus and the Poisson cobracket in order 
to define a differential Hopf algebra structure on the quantized universal enveloping algebra. We 
will report on this in the near future. 
II. A DE RHAM COMPLEX ON U(g) 
Let A be an associative algebra over the field of complex numbers. A differential algebra on 
A (or a De Rham complex on A, see Ref. 4) is an N-graded associative algebra n equipped with 
a linear operator d that has the following properties: (I) d is homogeneous of degree l, i.e. 
d(flP)c!lP+ 1 for all p e N. (2) dis a differential, i.e. d2 =dod= 0. (3) dis a graded derivation (of 
degree I), i.e. 
d(ab)=d(a)b+(-l)Pad(b), aeflP, befl. (I) 
"
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Furthermore, the algebra fl has to be generated by 0°Ud(0°), where n° is isomorphic to A. For 
A we take the universal enveloping algebra of a Lie algebra and discuss the construction of De 
Rham complexes on such an algebra. 
Let g be a finite-~imensional Lie algebra over C with basis {x 1 ,x2 , ••• ,xn} and corresponding 
structure constants C'/, which are defined by the property [x; ,xj] = C~ xk. Throughout this paper 
we will make use of the Einstein summation convention. The universal enveloping algebra of g, 
which we denote by U(g), can be viewed as the quotient algebra of the free associative algebra on 
the alphabet { x 1 ,x2, .•• ,xn} modulo the ideal generated by the relations 
(2) 
From the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt Theorem we know that the monomials xitxiz. · ·x;P with p"*'O 
and i 1 ~i2 ~ • • • ~ i P form a basis of U (g). The main idea behind the construction of fl on U (g) is 
that we demand n to be of the PBW type; by this we mean that the monomials 
dxh dxh .. ·dxjqxi1xi2 ... xiP, with j 1<h<···<jq, i 1 ~i2 ~···~iP, p,q;?;O, (3) 
are a basis of the associative algebra 0. From here on we will write / to denote the element 
dxj=d(xj) in 0 1• 
In order to construct fl we have to impose certain commutation relations between the ele-
ments x; and yi. On account of the homogeneity and the PBW property, we impose relations of the 
form 
(4) 
where both e;{ and AV are arbitrary complex numbers. Since we want to obtain an ideal that is 
invariant under the action of the differential, we adjoin the following commutation relations for 
the elements y; and yi: 
(5) 
This is simply the consequence of applying d to the relations (4). Let 0 be the quotient algebra of 
the free associative algebra on the alphabet {x 1,x2 ,..,xn,y1,y2, .. ,yn} modulo the ideal J that is 
generated by the relations (2), (4), and (5). The N grading of 0 is induced by.giving the .elements 
x; degree O and the elements yi degree 1. The differential d is defined by d(x') = y', d(y') =O and 
the derivation property (1). 
The coefficients @i{ and AV should satisfy a number of conditions in order that fl has the 
above mentioned properties of a De Rham complex on U(g). The first condition arises from 
d(J)CJ, i.e. the d invariance of the ideal J. By applying d to (2) we obtain 
which, on account of the relations (4), can be written as 
yixJ + /ce;tt' + AV)-y1xi-/( 011.t'+ At)= cVl. 
The PBW property of 0 implies that 
AV-A{;=CV and yixi-yjxi+(0\{-01illx'=O. 
We can write this in the following compact form: 
(l-P)A=C and J-P+0P-P®P=(l-P)(I+0P)=O. (6) 
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and its multiplication f.L@ :il0il0000-+000 by 
(13) 
where f.L denotes the multiplication of fi. The linear map CTz3 denotes the graded flip 
CT:il00-+il0il, which is defined by 
(14) 
applied to the second and third component of the tensor product. The differential d 0 of 00il is 
given by d®=d0id+T0d, where r:il-+il is the linear map of degree zero satisfying 
r(a) = ( - 1 )Pa for all a Ef),P. Written out explicitly, this gives 
(15) 
Henceforth, the condition that A should be a differential algebra morphism means that A is an 
algebra morphism with the property 
(16) 
Note that this is the analog of the derivation property (1) that can be written as d 0 µ, = µ 0 d ® • We 
consider C to be a differential algebra with C0=C and cP=O for all p>O. Hence,€ is a differential 
algebra morphism if and only if it is an algebra morphism satisfying €0d=O. 
Since 0, is generated by a0ud(il0), it suffices to define the actions of A and € on 
{x 1 ,x2,. . .,xn ,y 1,y2, •• .,yn}. Naturally the actions on elements x; coincide with the previously 
described actions on U(g). The above mentioned conditions for A and €uniquely determine the 
actions on the elements yj: 
(17) 
(18) 
Here we have used that d(l)=O, which is a direct consequence of the derivation property of d. 
In order for E and D. to be well defined, the ideal J needs to be a (two-sided) coideal, i.e. 
E(J)=O and Ll.(J)Cil0J+J0il. The first condition is clearly satisfied. To verify the second we 
apply D. to the relations (2), (4), and (5). Naturally the relations (2) do not give rise to any 
conditions for the coefficients 0~{ and At The relations (4) yield 
D.(xiyj- e~{/(x1 + A~))= t:i.V)t:i.(yj)-0j{t:i.(/)(t:i.(x1) + A~l 01) 
= l 0xiyj + xi®yj +yj®x;+ xiyj® 1 
-@~{(10/x1 + x 1®/+l@x1+ykx10 l +A~( l 0yk+yk® 1 )) 
=x;©yj +yj0x;-®~{(yk0x1 + x1®l)mod(00J +100). 
Again, on account of the PBW property of 0, we obtain 
(19) 
which evidently implies 0=/. Similarly, we find 
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which boils down to the condition (I - 0) (I- P) =O. Therefore, the conclusion is that 0 can only 
be a differential bialgebra on U(g) if®=!. In that case the conditions (6), (7), (8), and (9) reduce 
to 
(20) 
due to the fact that P2=I and S2=/. The commutation relations (4) and (5) take the following 
fonn: 
(21) 
We remark that we did not check the coassociativity of A, i.e. (A®id)oii=(id®A)oii. This is a 
direct consequence of the coassociativity of ii on U(g)=0° since 
(A ®id)oAod(0°) =(A® id)od®oii( n°) 
= (d0 ® id+ T® T®d) 0 (ii® id)oii(0°) 
= (d® id®id+ T®d®) 0 (id®ii)oii(0°) 
= (id®A) 0 d®oA(0°) =(id®A)oJiod(flo). 
By a similar reasoning one can show that the counit property of e on n is induced by the same 
property of e on U(g). 
The next step is to consider a differential Hopf algebra structure on 0. We recall that 0 is a 
differential Hopf algebra (see Ref. 4) if it is a differential bialgebra that possesses an antipode S. 
An antipode Sis an element of End(O) satisfying S*id=id*S=Tfe, where* denotes the con-
volution product on End(O) (see Ref. 10) defined by 
J•g= µo(f®g) 0 A, f,g E End(O). (22) 
By 7J :C-40 we denote the unit element of 0, i.e. 7/(1)= 1. Since 7f'€ is the unit element in 
End(O) with respect to the convolution product, one can describe the antipode as the unique 
inverse of the identity. An important property of the antipode is that it is an antialgebra morphism; 
this means that S 0 µocr=(S®S) 0 µ and S 0 77='T} [or equivalently S(l)=l]. 
We try to extend the antipode of U(g)=0° ton. In order to do that we make the following 
observation. Suppose that f and g are homogerteous endomorphisms on n of degree zero that 
commute with the differential operator d. Then the properties d 0 °A=A 0 d and µ 0 d®=d0 µ imply 
that 
do(J•g) =do µo(f®g )oA 
= µod®o(J@g)oA 
= µo(d®id+ T®d)o(j®g)oA 
= µo(f®g)o(d®id+ T®d)oA 
= µo(f®g)od®oA 
= µo(J@g)o/lod=(f•g)od. 
Hence, the convolution product f * g also commutes with d. By inductive use of this argument we 
can conclude that d commutes with!"= f * f * · · · * f for all positive values of n if f is a homoge-
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neous endomorphism of degree zero satisfying d 0f= f 0 d. For f we can choose the identity. This 
makes it plausible that d commutes with id- 1 = S. So, we extend the antipode by demanding 
doS=Sod. In particular, this yields 
(23) 
For S to be a well-defined antialgebra morphism on 0, it must leave the ideal J invariant 
[S(J)CJ]. To verify this condition, it suffices to apply S to the relations (21). We will only write 
out the first; the second can be handled similarly, 
=yjxi-xiyj+AVyk 
= -(xiyj-yjxi-AVyk) El. 
In order to check that S is indeed an antipode, we can confine ourselves to verifying the defining 
property of S for a set of generators of 0. Since S is the extension of the antipode of U(g), we 
only need to compute 
So, at the end of this section we come to the following conclusion. In order to obtain a 
differential Hopf algebra 0 on U(g), it is necessary that the matrix 0 in (4) and (5) equals the 
identity matrix I. In that case necessary and sufficient conditions for the coefficients A~ are given 
by (20), and the corresponding Hopf algebraic extension is described by (17), (18), and (23). 
IV. A LIE ALGEBRAIC INTERPRETATION 
The comultiplication of the universal enveloping algebra of a Lie algebra is cocommutative. 
We can easily verify that the cocornrnutativity of A on 0° gives rise to graded cocommutativity for 
the extension of A to 0: 
or, more explicitly, 
We call the property aoA=!:l graded cocommutativity because <r denotes the graded flip. 
It is well known (see, e.g., Ref. 11) that a cocommutative Hopf algebra H, which has a 
compatible filtering, is isomorphic to the Hopf algebra corresponding to the universal enveloping 
algebra of the Lie algebra of primitive elements of H. Note that the set of primitive elements of H 
is defined by 
P(H)={xEHILi(x)= 10x+x01}, (24) 
which has the structure of a Lie algebra with the commutator [x,y] =xy-yx. By a compatible 
filtering we mean an increasing family of subspaces (Fp)peN of H satisfying 
(25) 
With respect to the graded cocommutative Hopf algebra 0, we remark that F P = E9 0 ,..q9 0 q 
defines a compatible filtering. Due to the graded cocornrnutativity, P(!l) does not have the struc-
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ture of an ordinary Lie algebra. Instead of the usual commutator we define a "color" commutator 
on n by [x,y] =xy-(- I)Pqyx for xe D,P and y eilq. The set P(D,) is closed under this bracket 
since 
Li([x,y]) = Li(xy-(- I )Pqyx) 
=Li(x)Li(y)-(-1 )PqLi(y)Li(x) 
=( l ®x+ x® I )(1 ®y+y® I)-(- l)pq( l 0y+ y® J )(! ®x+x© I) 
= l ®xy+ x®y+ (- I)Pqy®x+ xy® 1-(-1 )Pq(l ®yx+ y©x+(- I 
= l ®(xy-(-l)Pqyx)+(:i:y-(- l)Pqyx)© I 
= 1©[x,y]+[x,y]®1, 
0 
for all x E P(D,)P and y E P(il)q. Note that the N grading of 0 induces an grading on P(OJ, 
since Li is homogeneous of degree zero. By this argument we have derived that P(fl) is a color Lie 
superalgebra. For the definition of a color Lie superalgebra we refer to Ref. 12. The corresponding 
2-cocyle a is given by 
a: I\X :"i->C*, a(p,q) = ( - I )P'i. 
Sincea(q,q) = (- l)q2 = (- l)q,theelementsof P(il)qareeven(odd)ifandonlyifqiseven 
(odd). As in the case of ordinary Lie algebras, one can define the universal enveloping algebra of 
a color Lie superalgebra and a corresponding Hopf algebraic structure on it Analogous to the 
above mentioned result of Ref. 11, the Hopf algebra n is isomorphic to the Hopf algebra 
U(P(O)). 
The question is what P(H) explicitly looks like. The set of primitive elements of n certainly 
contains the linear span of {x 1 ,x2 ••. ,x" ,y 1 ,v2, .. ,y"} (see (17) ]. which we will denote by L. We 
consider L as the :\I-graded vector space L = tti I' e N[P with 
Lo_ ( ;) 
- X l~l~n • 
According to the relations (2) and (21 ), we have 
(27) 
so L is a color Lie supersubalgebra in P(il). Since the elements of L 0 are even and the elements 
of L 1 are odd, a basis of U(L) can be given by (see, e.g., Ref. 12) 
A comparison of this basis with the described basis of 0 [see (3)]. proves that the Hopf algebra 11 
is isomorphic to the Hopf algebra U(L). Hence, P(fl)=l. 
The preceding reasoning enables us to interpret the construction of a differential Hopf algebra 
on the universal enveloping of a Lie algebra g in terms of a color Lie superalgebraic extension of 
g. The problem to be solved can be reformulated as follows. Given is a Lie algebra g with basis 
{x 1 ,x2 , ... ,xn}. Let L be the !\-graded vector space given by L0=g, l 1=(.v') 1.,;.," and U=O for 
all p?;;2. Define a bilinear operation [ . ] on L of degree zero extending the commutator of g in 
such a way that [xi,/J=AV./. This bracket expresses the commutation relations (21). The con-
ditions (20) for the coefficients A~ are equivalent to demanding that l equipped with this com-
mutator becomes a color Lie superalgebra with 2-cocycle a given by (26). satisfying the additional 
property that the linear map d defined by d(x;) = y; and d()·';) =O is a graded derivation of degree 
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1 on L. The corresponding differential Hopf algebra on U(g) is then given by the Hopf algebra 
U(L) equipped with the unique extension of the derivation d from L to U(L). 
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We have presented a framework to construct a De Rham complex on the universal enveloping 
algebra of a Lie algebra g. The fundamental property of the differential algebra is that it possesses 
a so-called PBW basis. We have proven that the differential algebra can be given a Hopf algebra 
structure extending the natural Hopf algebra U(g). In our presentation we assumed g to be finite 
dimensional. This is definitely not a necessary condition; one can easily see that this framework 
can also be applied in the infinite-dimensional case. For more details on this and some explicit 
examples we refer to Ref. 13. Naturally, a De Rham complex on U(g) brings to surface the notion 
of cohomology. It would be very interesting to investigate this De Rham cohomology. 
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